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CHAPTER 29 

ARCHAEOBOTANY 

Analyses of Plant Remains from 
Waterlogged Archaeological Sites 

STEFANIE JACOMET 

INTRODUCTION AND AIMS 

The main focus of archaeobotanical research is the study of past people-plant relationships, 
'This includes a reconstruction of the diet, subsistence, agricultural strategies, the social and 
cultural role of food, the exploitation of wild resources, the procurement of fodder, aspects 
of seasonality, and the reconstruction of the environment in which people and their animals 
dV'I'clc 'The accuracy of archaeobotanical reconstructions, however, depends on the quality of 
the botanical data recovered from excavations. The first responsibility (or an archaeobotanist 
is therefore to consider all the t:lctors that influence the making of the record (e,g, taphon
omy), 'This was highlighted already by many archaeobotanists (for a recent overview see Van 
der Veen 200T 979), 

Preservation by waterlogging (anaerobic conditions) allmvs a Illuch greater insight into the 
diversity of plant use based on plant macroremains (seeds, fruits, chaiT, de; Jacomet 2007a), 
simply because much more remains are preserved, An investigation of sllch wel1�preserved 
findings allows llS also to estimate \vhat Illight be absent in the 'usual' record \vhen preserva·, 
Hon is bad (aerobic conditions in temperate regions). This may prevcnt biased interpretations. 
In this chapter I \vill concentrate on 'seedy' macroremains. Nevertheless, I \vill mention 
(where necessary) other lines of evidence such as microremains (pollen, phytoliths, ete). 

The interpretation of archaeological plant material is not straightforward in <1 biological 
sense, Plant remains in archaeological sites have to a very large extent to be considered as 
e(oracts, i.e, archaeological materials, \vhieh happen to be biological (\Vilkinsoll and Stevcns 
20(3), 'ThL�reforc, in interpreting archaeological plant remains \VC have to consider both bio·· 
logical and archaeological facts. 

'The main aim or this chapter is to discuss how both preservation and research methodol
ogy affect our interpretation. Besides the possible roulcs of entry of plant remains into the 
deposits, we \vil] emphaSize the loss of evidence due to poor preservation conditions. Finally, 
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several case studies \vill underline the potential of v\raterlogged preservation, demonstrating 
at the same time that a failure to understand the taphonol11ical processes can lead to inaccu� 
rate and biased interpretations of the data. 

METHODOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS: THE INFI.UENCE 

OF TAPHONOMY ON THE INTERPRETATION OF 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PLANT REMAINS 

Routes of entry of plant remains into archaeological deposits 

Most macroremain assemblages in settlement layers are normally made up of secondary 
refuse) such as material discarded away from its location of use (s()�caIled mixed deposits) . 
. More rarely, there is also evidence of primary refuse) which reflects discrete and/or Single 
activities or 'snapshots' of human or animal activity (see e.g. Schiffer 1991; 2002; 1991; Jacomet 
and Kreuz 1999: 76-9). 

The different possible routes of entry of plant macrorenuins into mixed deposits v,rere 
recently compiled by Van der Veen (2007) . Residues of crop processing like cereal ch aft; 
cereal pollen, flax capsule fragments, and weeds are encountered at most settlements, either 
because the crop processing took place there or because such byproducts v·,rere brought in on 
purpose, for instance fodder, bedding, fuel, or building material (temper iwd insulation 
materials). However, the most important sources of plant remains are leftovers offood prep
aration and kitchen waste. 'These typically include dehusking residues of cereals and pulses, 
testa fragments of cereal grain (bran) and pulses, flavourings, the shells of nuts, or fruit 
remains. They may also be stored food/fodder in mixed settlement layers. Also likely to be 
encountered in mixed assemblages arc remains of table waste and snack foods. Both may be 
discarded casually and dispersed across the site; hmvever, they also may be deposited in 
batches, and in speciflc locations. 1here may also be leftovers ofhandicrafis such as dyeing 
(e.g. Hall 1996) or plants used I'll" medicinal purpose or as drugs (e.g. Merlin 2003). Finally, 
there may also be remains of plants used in rituals (e.g. Robinson 2002). 

In the past (and in some parts of the world even today) animals wandered freely through the 
settlement, and rooms in houses were sometimes given over to animal stalling. Consequently, 
animal dung and droppings are regularly incorporated into refuse created by the human occu
pants. 'The same is true for fodder and bedding material. From many studies it is clear that 
seeds, grains, and chaff fragments but also microremains such as pollen and spores or parasite 
eggs survive the digestive tract of animals (see e.g. Charles 1998; Hall and Kcnward 1998; and 
for the Circum-Alpine lake-dwellings the recent compilation by Ki.ihn et at in press). 

Another important source of entry of plant materials, seeds, or fragments of them (micro
remains) is human f�lecal material. Such remains are characterized on the one hand by the 
presence of small seeds, which v/ere s\vallO\\'ed \vhen eaten (for examples sec ]'v1<1ie1' lom: 
142-.'453; Kndrzcr 1984), and on the other hand by cereal remains, mainly bran (e.g. Dickson 
1989). It may, however, happen that also animals have eaten fruits, sllch as t-lgs (e.g. Vabmoti 
and Charles 2005). 
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Decaying ,vall plaster, insulation, and roofing material may be important additional 
sources of plant remains. Such materials are on-en composed of cereal straw and cereal chaiL 
but also of other plant material, such as moss pads or fragments of wooden shingles. There 
may also be deposits of rodents. 

Finally, wc can find remains of the local vegetation of a site. 'They may have been blO\vn in 
there by wind (mainly microremains, e.g. pollen) or just deposited where they grc\v. 

Waterlogged vs charred preservation 

VVaterlogging occurs \vhen an archaeological deposit is preserved under the grollndwater 
table. For a good preservation the ground water level should remain stable, thus ensuring 
anaerobic conditions and preventing the decay of the organic compounds. LO\v tempera� 
hIres also play an important role (Retallack 1984). Examples of sllch preservation are found 
in the Circllm-Alpine region (the lake-dwellings), the wf.lrte1'l or Terpen on the North Sea 
coast (e.g. Behre 2008), medieval settlement layers as in York (e.g. Kenward and Hall 1995), 
and the crannogs in Scotland and Ireland (e.g. Dickson and Dickson 2000) (see also Parts 1 

and 2 above). In addition, waterlogged preservation may occur in usually dry temperate 
regions when structures such as pits, wells, or ditches reach the grouI1chvater level (see 
Jacomet and Kreuz 1999: 82-8). 

'The modes of preservation most com111only encountered in plant macro remains are� 
in a temperate climate-waterlogging and charring (carbonization), Under waterlogged 
conditions plant remains are preserved in a fairly unaltered state (McCobb et a1. 2001), 
also called subfossiL In contrast, carbonized remains are fossilized through charring under 
oxygen-poor conditions. "Vhen preservation is waterlogged, usually >90 per cent of the 
plant maO'oremains in mixed deposits are preserved in subfossil state, Carbonized mac-
1'oremains and taxa are not very numerous, but occur regularly (Jacomet and Kreuz 1999: 
55; Jacomet 2oo7a), 

Each mode of preservation tends to favour particular types of plants. During food prepa
ration there is a good chance for plant remains to become charred because they might have 
been used as fuel, or their preparation (baking, cooking, roasting) may have required the 
use of fire. Broadly speaking, beside charcoal, cereal grain, cereal chat-f, and to a lesser extent 
pulses, nut shells and some wild plants (mostly fleld \veeds) are the categories \vith the high
est proportions of carbonized remains in rnixed deposits (see Van del' Veen 2007). In con
trast, fruits, vegetables, and crops with oil-rich seeds as well as most of the \vild plants are 
much less likely to become charred and tend therefore to be underrepresented.. Thus, in the 
'usual' mixed charred plant assemblages we are concerned \vith a relatively limited range of 
plant species, and charred assemblages (except accidental burning events, sce below) are 
remarkably similar in composition across chronological periods and geographical regions 
(Van del' Veen 2007). The reconstruction of food consumption and environment, using 
charred. assemblages only, is generally restricted. to a record of the major staples and the 
f-Jeld weed 1-1ora, while other foods or plant- groups are only occasionally preserved in this 
mode, Most charred assemblages are therefore only suited for a reconstruction of agricul
tural practices. 

'The formation processes o{charred macro-remain assemblages are reasonably \velI under
stood; there is also consensus that only dense (often small) and often lignified itCl11S are likely 
to survive (see Van del' Veen 2007: 978--9). These (acts '''le re already established in the early 
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1970S, especially by \'\Tillerding (1991), and were corroborated later by many archaeobotanical 
data. As charring is the 'usual' preservation mode under unfavourable aerobic conditions, 
the (fe\'v) carbonized remains in \vaterlogged layers may therefore rei-lect what is 'normally' 
preserved in dry condition. As a result, a determination of the degree of loss in carbonized 
mixed assemblages becomes possible. 

Only vI,hen accidental burning occurs (e.g. the settlement is destroyed by 6re) arc fruits, 
oil-rich seeds, herbs, and vegetables as well as many \.."ild plants are represented in carbon
ized assemblages (Van der Veen 2007: 979 and cited literature). The conflagration also pre
serves charred stores, roofing materials (e.g. shingles or thatch), wattle and daub, and charred 
dung. 

Characteristics of waterlogged plant assemblages 

Unaltered plant materials preserved under waterlogged conditions are usually excellently 
preserved (Fig. 29.1). Macro-remains may also contain fragile, perishable plant tissues sllch 
as cereal chafT or calyces and petals of 'lh[oli'II1' (clover). BaSically, almost all plant parts may 
be preserved. \<\raterlogged deposits are therefore generally very rich in unaltered, subfossil 

Ib) 

la) (c) 

lmm 

Id) (c) (f) 

lmm 

FIGURE 29.1 Examples of subfossil plant remains from waterlogged layers: (a) flax (Unum 
usitatissimwn) seed (Arbon Blcichc 3, Ncolithic, 3380 BC, Canton of Thurgau, Switzerland); 
(b) spelt (Ti"ilicul/, spc/III) chall; (c) olive (Olea cuml'lI(,lI) stone: (d) grape (lIilis Filli[cm) 
seeds; (c) mericarp of Cllucalis daucoides; (f) mericarp of Orlll)'a gmlldiflom «e) and (f) 
arc Held \veeds). (b-f: Oedenburg, Biesheim·· Kunhcim, Alsace, France, Roman, Ist·-·2nd 
centuries AD). (Photographs: Gcorges Haldimann, La Challx-de-Fonds, IPNA, Bascl 
University.) 
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plant remains, and the scores for densities of macro-remains (seeds/chaff) may reach several 
thousand items per litre (see c.g. Jacomet et a1. 1989: 62--70). Fruits, oil-rich plants, and con
diments as well as several ecologicaJ groups oC \vild plants arc recorded in high amounts too. 
\Vhen \ve are dealing with cereal growing communities, the proportion of subfossil cereal 
chaft' is high in waterlogged mixed deposits (for examples of the Late Neolitbic period see 
Jacomet 2006; 200Y; Jacomet 2007b and cited literature; (or later periods see Jacomet and 
Brombacher 2009). Cereal pollen···�jncluding autogamous cereals such as \vheat or barley
also occurs in high amounts. '111is pollen derives from cleaning activities in the site (see e.g. 
Robinson and Hubbard 1977). 

In addition, \".'aterlogged assemblages are usually very species-rich. The nurnber of spe
cies�-in the case of plant macro-remains···-··is usually over 100 . . Micro�remain spectra may 
also be extremely diverse (see e.g. pollen from Neolithic and Bronze Age ruminant dung, 
Kiihn et al., in press). 

Charred remains occur in waterlogged mixed assemblages loo, although usually in very 
low amounts (under 10 items per litre of sediment and only a limited range of taxa·�often 
under 10). \"'0rth mentioning is the i�Kt that they are often much better preserved than under 
'usual' conditions in well-drained soils. \"'hen there are burnt layers they may be present in 
larger numbers and extraordinarily well preserved, like cereal ears in lake-dwellings (Jacomet 
et a1. 1989; Maier 1996) or the large amounts of carbonized materials (over 90,000 plant 
remains from 142 taxa) from the Upper Palaeolithic submerged site of Ohalo 11 (23,000 cal 
BP) (Weiss et aL 2004), The latter allowed completely new in sights into plant use and 
advanced our ability to understand better the basis for the transition to farming. 

Recovery and identification 

In general, the methods applied to the recording of small (usually <10 mm) biological remains 
(plant macro-remains, remains of small animals) of waterlogged mixed deposits is rather het
erogeneous and therefore results are often hardly comparable. A lot ofinformation is scattered 
in site reports (K()rber-Grohne 1999). Only some of it has been incorporated into textbooks 
(see e.g. Jacomet and Kreuz 1999; Pearsa1l 2ooo; van Zeist et a1. 1991), or internet-based instruc
tions (developed for teaching) such as at IPAS Base! (http://ipl1a,li11ibas.chlarchbioIlArchBioC 
Fcldkur5_2009 .. Skript _'nBeil.plit) or at Shefiield University (Shefl1cld Centre for Archaeobotany 
and ancient Land-usE-Research SCALE: http://archaeohoiany.dept.shelacukIH1ikili/ule.x. 
phpIMaill_Page), 

Sampling strategies, sample volumes 

Sampling strategies for macroremains in extensive waterlogged settlement layers· ··-··with a 
special emphaSiS on lake-shore settlements-were compiled by Jacomet and Brombacher 
(2005) and M. lones (1991). It should be emphaSized that one type of sample should be usa
ble for all different types of remains. Different people working on samples should correlate 
the research, because the various biological remain types may require different sample 
preparation. 

Samples should be representative of the ancient situation at the site. '111ey should make it 
possible to draw inferences relevant to nutrition, agricultural practices, gathering, 6shing, 
hunting, foddcring, the use of wood, and fInally the environment in which animals and 
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humans live. In addition, information is needed on intra··house and intra-site patterns, the 
disposal of rubbish, and genesis of the layers. vVhile sampling, the follmving five important 
I-�lcts have to be considered: 

1. The density of the sampling should be high enough to enable a reconstruction of intra
site patterns. The sampling should be as systematic as possible, from for instance every 
square metre (for further details See e.g. Jacomet and Kreuz 1999: 97'-100; Fig. 29.2). 

One possibility is to lill strong bags or (better) buckets with sediment during the exca
vation of a layer. Such samples arc called suri�lCe samples (Pliichenproben). The sample 
should contain material from all parts of the excavated area (e.g. the quadrant bm2] in 
which I-he sample is taken). In sampling one has to be careful not to mix up layers. '111C1'e

fore, such a surface sampling strategy can be applied only VI/hen a cultural layer has a very 
simple structure, representing most probably a single�phase settlement. If there are thicker 
layers or more complex stratigraphies, a systematic surface sampling only makes sense 
when a detailed excavation is carried out and the Single layers can be differentiated 
properly. 

Another possibility is to sample the layer(s) with a dense net\vork of profile columns. 
'Ihis type of sampling strategy is alv.,1ays suggested, but above all when there are thick 
organic layers without visible internal stratigraphy, or v·,Then there are other 'complicated' 
situations, such as complex sequences of many settlement phases. In order to be able to 
make some interpretations about intra-site patterns, it is necessary to take at least one col
umn per square metre (see 1vlaier and Hanvath 2on). 'n1e diameter of the columns should 
be as large as possible (>1O'-15C111) so that samples are large enough (see sample volumes 
below). 

111e density of sampling may have a large influence on the results, as shmvn during voiOrk 
on the Neolithic settlement of Arbon-Bleiche 3 (jacomet et al. 2004). For instance, densities 
of large seeded items, such as hazelnut shell ss and sloe and apple remains, were much lower 
in the small samples from the few profile columns than in the bulky and more sllrface
covering surface-samples. 'The reason for this is that many remains are not evenly distributed 
across the settlement. 'Their real value is therefore not detectable with only a few broadly 
spaced samples (for details see Jacomet and Brombacher 2005). The difference between 
densely taken profile columns (which represent small samples of a few hundred m1 in aver
age) and regularly taken surface samples (of over slitres volume each) has only been evalu
ated recently (see sample volumes below). 

If a settlement layer is not extensive (for instance a well-fill), the sampling strategy has to 
be modified (see e.g. Maier, in press). 

2. lhe volume of the samples should be large enough for recording the totalily of biologi·· 
cal remains and their diversity at the place where the sample was taken. For recording prop
erly also large-seeded taxa, cereal ears, t\"ligs, dung and remains of small animals (and sm<111 
archaeological artefacts such as beads) large bulk samples are needed. The volume of these 
samples should not be less than 5-10 litres. 

A surface sampling with sllch bulk samples entails large amounts of material: their trans
port and storage may cause problems, because vvaterlogged sediments have to be stored 
under cool (if possible below 5QC, or even deep frozen) and dark conditions to prevent infes
tation by fungi or algae. 

Because a large sample volume is only nccessary for the larger items (scc below), \ve sug
gest taking a maximum onc-litre subsample before coarse-sieving in order to record smaller 
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FIGURE 29·2 Distribution of the bulky surface samples (black squares) taken from the 
cultul'al layer of Arbon�Blciche 3, SWitzcrland, (Aftcr Hosch and JaCOl11ct 2001.) 

items such as J1ax, berry seeds, poppy seeds, and cereal chair. '111en it is possible to sieve the 
larger part of the sample only with a coarse sieve mesh size (e.g. 4 or 2m111). '111is saves time, 
because only the subsamples have to be sieved \'vith smaller mesh sizes (see below), In a 
sample of 5001111 of an organic layer, there arc in t:lct more than enough small remains 
(numbers required see belmv). 
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In the case of profile columns the sample volumes will not be large enough for a 
representative recording of larger biological items. This disadvantage is to some extent com
pensated for by dense sampling. 

Samples for microremains such as pollen are usually very small (lCn1-;); they can be taken 
from bulky samples or profile columns, before they are sieved (see Dimbleby 1985). 

3. It is also crucial to note the type of the sample. Beside the above-mentioned samples, 
which represent materials that became part ora mixed deposit during the daily routine prac
tice, it is important to take judgement samples, as they may represent a very short-term, sin
gle event (e.g. a coprolite, a 1110SS pad, or a burnt store). Sample type plays a decisive role 
when interpreting the data. 

4. Also important is the type of sediment that is sampled, because it has a major efTect on 
the taxa represented and therelt)re on the interpretation (Jacomet et a1. 1989: 40··41, 54···85). 
For instance, in lake-shore and bog settlements there afe, on the one hand, layers consisting 
mainly of sub fossil organic materials and, on the other, burnt layers with mainly carbonized 
items, as well as places where inorganic materials like clay or stones (resulting from wall con
structions or hearths) predominate (see Ebersbach, Ch,-lpter]7 this volume). 

5. Finally, the stratigraphy should be documented properly by samples. This is only possible 
with the help of profile columns. These can be divided (in a very detailed way) into samples, in 
order to reconstruct the history of the layer formation. '11115 may be important because hori
zontal differences (e.g. in lakeshore settlement layers) can be due to human activities, but also 
to lake level fluctuations or erosion from the landward side. 1herefore, it is always necessary, 
even when the sampling is mainly done by surface sampling, to take at least some profile col
umns along a lake-land transect (see also Jacomet and Brombacher 2005). 

Processing al1dfurther treatment 

Further treatment of samples is not very much standardized in macroremain research, in con
trast to the treatment(s) of microremain (pollen) samples (see e.g. Faegri and Iversen 1989). 
1his could have severe consequences, because the processing method has a strong influence 
on the representation of plant nHlCroremains. Very fragile items like the remains of sub fossil 
cereal chalIare totally eliminated when processing is rough (1Iosch and Zibulski 2003). 

A suitable processing method-the \vash-over technique�to treat waterlogged samples 
was already known in the 1980s (see 'wash-over' in Kemvard et a1. 1980); hovvever, it is still 
not regularly used. If, (or instance, \ve wish to record fragile plant remains and/or f-ish-scales, 
the wash-over method is relevant, and should be applied also during coarse-sieving pro
grammes on excavations (see above; Fig. 29.3 - and the link: http://ipna.unibas.ch/archbot/ 
ChaineOpera toire .. Yeucht bod en. I'd f). 

If the organic sediment is compacted, it should be p}"(>treated, for instance by freeZing and 
subsequent slO\v tha\ving (Vandorpe and Jacomet 20(7). If only some parts of the sample 
consist of strongly compacted remains, these may be ruminant dung. \Nhereas dung of small 
ruminants (sheep, goat) is easily recognizable, larger pieces of such compacted remains can 
derive from cattle dung (see Akeret and Rcntzei200l). Such pieces should remain intact for a 
special investigation; they should be taken out of the sample before (or during) sieving. 

In some instances it is important to lIse small sieve mesh size (e.g. 0.5 or 0.35111111). 'This 
size is small enough to record economically important taxa, such as the small seeds of opium 
poppy. If the foclls is on local vegetation, the sieve mesh size should be 0.25111111. If ,,·,re follm\' 
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Fl (iURE 29.3 Sieving with the wash-over technique (Roman \ .... 'aterlogged layers in Eschenz, 
Canton of Thurgau, Lake Constancc, S\vitzerland). A small portion of the sediment is put in 
a smal1 bowl, then mixed with \vater (a). All the s\vimming parts arc emptied to the sieve 
(b). The inorganic parts remain in the bmvl. (Photographs: T. Ncrini and S. Lutz, students, 
Basel University.) 

the strategy of sieving bulk samples for recording larger items on the one hand and smaller 
suhsamples on the other (see above), the former should be sieved \vith a 4mm or 2111111 sieve 
only, and the latter with a 4-2111111 and O.5�o.3smm onc UiJr the operational sequence see the 
abovc··mentioned internet links). 

It should he emphasized that \vaterlogged samples as wdl as the fractions obtained <.lfter 
sieving should never be dried. 'This has fatal effects on the representation of fragile items (see 
Tola1' ct al. 2(09). All subfossil items should be picked. out of the fractions in water, and stored 
\vet (e.g. in a conserving agent). Only carbonized items may be dried.. 

Because in waterlogged material the density of plant remains is mostly extremely high, \ve 
cannot count the totalit-y of the remains. The statistical basis for determining the anwunt of 
items to be counted \vas developed by Van def Veen and Fjeller (1982) (e.g. counting 341 
items). For waterlogged. material it is appropriate to count this number in every fraction 
(Hoseh and Jacomet :WOl). It is therefore crucial to work \vith not more than two fractions, 
for instance 4111111 or 2 mm and 0.5111m or 0.35 mm. For the recording of r"He taxa, \vhich 
might be of great importance, sce Jacomet and Brombachcr (2005). 

Also very inlport<1nt is the definition oi'units that are counted (this will avoid counting the 
various items several timcs--sec G. E. i'vl. JOl1es (1991); or, "lS an example for lake-shore settlc
ments Hosch and Jacomet (2004). However, consensus has so Llr not been rc,1chcd 011 such 
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counting units. Counts of macro-remains from waterlogged layers, therefore, remain 
difficult to compare directly. Finally, the state of preservation should also be noted (Jones 
et al. 2007).lt gives hints on the preservation conditions. 

CASE STUDIES 

Neolithic: how many plants were used as crops? 

Bm".) large was the importance of cereal cultivation in Neolithic Europe? \Vere cereals 'the' 
important staple foods, or was the Neolithic economy relying on a broad spectrum of plants, 
cultivars, and taxa collected from the wild (and maybe also cultivated or simply tended)? 
Were people in Neolithic central Europe 'Iow-level food producers' (Smith 200l)? 'I1,is is a 
highly debated issue. 'Some have argued that the Neolithic economy remained essentially 
rvlesolithic, and that cereals \vere "special" i(wds, consurn.ed only rarely and in "ritual" con
texts. Others have argued that cereals were more ,videly consumed, and {(wIned the basis of 
the domestic economy' (Jones and Rowley-Conwy 2007: 399). Below, this and similar other 
problems v'lill be discussed for different regions. The data considered come from sites on 
well�drained soils as well as waterlogged environments, Vie 'vill especially consider taphon� 
omy as a crucial factor in the debate. 

Early Neolithic 

There arc dear hints from Early Neolithic sites in the Near East that besides cereals (and 
other cultivars), plants gathered in the wild also played an iJnportant role in the economy 
For one example see Fairbairn et al. (2002), dealing ,vith burnt stocks of gathered plants in 
Catal Hiiyiik (Turkey). 

Interesting ne\v insights were also afforded by the investigations of an Early Neolithic 
(PPNC) submerged well at Atlit-Yam on the .Mediterranean coast of Israel (Kislev et a1. 
2(04) . There, thousands of waterlogged seeds of over 90 taxa·�inclllding many gathered 
plants-\vcre preserved. Amongst them, a poppy (Papaver sOll"ln�ferunl s.1.) seed was found 
(the first ever 11mnd in the eastern ]v'1editerranean). It had until then been bel ieved that poppy 
cultivation originated in the western Mediterranean region. Perhaps this vie,v has to be 
reconsidered (for an overview see Zohary et al. 2(12) . 

In Italy it is also possible to compare plant spectra of Early Neolithic \vaterlogged settle
ments (e.g. the lake�dwel1ing of La l'v1armotta near Rome, dated to approx. 5400 cal BC; Rot
toli 1993) with dryland sites from northeastern It<.lly such as Sammardenchia (RottoH and 
Pessina 2007), v,1here the seed concentrations deriving from well-drained pits (therefore 
poorly preserved) is 10\'1'. In La IvlarmoUa, many fruits and oil plants were found which are 
(not surprisingly) lacking in the northern Italian sites. Even when difrerences of l' he natural 
environment are considered, this is much more likely to be a typical taphonomical 'artefact: 

Other good examples are the plant spectra of the Early Neolit"llic Linearbandkeramik (LBK) 
culture ((.5500-5000 cal BC). 'J here arc many sites investig .. 1ted (Kreuz et al. 2005; Krellz 2(07) . 

\Vith a very few exceptions, the data come from sites whose remains lie above the grollndvl'ater 
kvel on \vell··drained soils. There, only carbonized pJant remains arc preserved. 'I heir density is 
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ot-1en quite low and depends on feature 1")1-)c. 'The plant remains v·,rete usually found in pits (sin
gle pits or the so-called house accompanying pits). Their final function \vas for the deposition 
of settlement waste. The {l.)nner layers (Gehhorizont) afe not preserved. 

\Naterlogged structures from LBK times are rare. In the past three decades several \vells 
have come to the light (one in the Rhineland Erkclenz-Kiickhoven, western Germany 
(Kn6rzer 1998), and £lve near Leipzig (eastern Germany); sce contributions and citations in 
Jvlaier, in press). They date to the 53rd to 51st centuries cal nc. Since the fills of the \veIls seem 
to contain also refuse, to some degree the spectra are comparable to the 'usual' pit·· fills. 

Based on the data of carbonized remains, during LBK only a very limited range of crops 
(domesticates) \vas cultivated (Kreuz et al. 2005). '111C assemblages of edible plants in the 
sites on well�drained soils arc dominated (to a large extent) by cereals, mainly einkorn (Triti
cum I1WI70COccum) and em mer (T dicoccwn). Blit pea (Pislan sativum), lentil (Lens culi
naris), and flax (Unum usilatissimutn) are also found regularly. These five taxa are seen as the 
main crops of the LBK Culture. Some rather rare £lnds of poppy are present from LBK phase 
IJ, onwards. There may however be regional and/or chronological differences, with a certain 
importance of barley (Hordewn distic/u)I1/vulgare) and rare hints of other cultivars (Krellz 
et al. 2005; I<reuz 2007). 

Besides these domesticates (in the case of the poppy this is not totally clear!), there are also 
plants which ,vere collected in the \vUd. Hazelnut (Corylus avel/ana) shells and bromc grass 
caryopses (Bromus secalil1us mainly) are regularly present, followed by some f1nds of crab 
apple (A-1all.ls sylvestris) and sloe (Pnmus spil1osa). Only very rarely are there larger amounts 
of other probably gathered plants in a carbonized state (e.g, Chenopodium allnon seeds; sce 
Kreuz 2007: 68). In most cases, hmvever, gathered plants are very rare. 'I11C densities of col
lected taxa, even of the readily carbonizing remains such as hazelnut shells, are very low 
(hardly 0.1 per 10 litres). 

Looking at the lills of the difterent LBK wells we see clearly the above-described 'typical' dif
ferences between waterlogged and charred preservation. Cereals are preserved in the wells, 
too, and the 'typical' LBK cereals, einkorn and emmer, prevail. Hmvever, onlya limited number 
of the cereal remains (mostly chaiT) are present in charred state, most of them preserved in sub
fossil state (similarly also in the lake··shore settlements, see belO\v). In addition, there were con
siderable amounts of other cereals like hexaplOid naked \vheat (Th"ticum aestiv1.lIn; Maier, 
1996). Subfossil remains of flax and poppy were found often in large numbers in the wells. Con
cerning the latter two taxa, more remains came to the light in the t-lrsl of the wells excavated 
(Erkelcnz-Kiickhoven in the Rhineland, Germany) than in all the other LBK sites. The most 
important LBK pulses, pea and lentil, are also present in the \vells, but mostly in carbonized 
state. Pea pods in subfossil state were only found in the well fills (lvtaier, in press). 

'The remaining 'non-cultivar' useful plants are, not surprisingly, much better represented 
under waterlogged conditions in the wells. However, there seem to be brge differences 
between the wells, with some containing a signi£lcant number of such ti.1Xa, including Fra

garia vesca, Rubus, and Sambucus, others nothing at all (see .tvlaier, in press). Other wild 
plants are often found in very large numbers (e.g. chenopods, \vhich may also be collected 
crops). In the well fills, the spectrum of 'other' wild plant taxa is extremely diverse (usually 
>140 taxa per\vell· �see Maier, in press). Plants from ruderal areas, woodland and \voodland 
edges, grassland and wetlands are very \vell reprcsented. In contrast, in LBK sites on \vcll� 
drained soils, the v,.'lld plants in a carbonized state arc oftcn only field. \veeds (see Kreuz et aL 
2005: 247·-8, table 7- � 85 taxa from over 30 sites). 
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All in all, the few knmvn waterlogged contexts from the LBK in central Europe mirror 
very \veIl the evidence from dry ground sites. At the same time, they give some hints as to 
how the importance of some crops may h<we been underestimated, and suggest that collect
ing a broad range of taxa in the wild may have been more important than thought previously. 
In addition, the diversity of the environment becomes much clearer. J-lmvever, it is still not 
fully understood \vhether the same type of material deposited in the \vells is also ((Hl11d in the 
pits. Very similar results are also reported by Kroll (2007) concerning Funnel Beaker sites in 
northern Germany. 

Late Neolithic 

During the Late Neolithic-""-from around 4300 until around 2400 cal Bc-there were many 
lake-dwellings in the surroundings of the Alps \vhich have been excellently preserved in 
,vaterlogged conditions. For a summary of the genesis of the layers of these wetland sites, see 
)acomet and Brombacher (2005). 

Between the cereals, different types of wheat ('lhticum di\'. spec.) and barIey (Hordeum 1'ul
gate) are \vell represented in dry-ground and waterlogged sites. There are a few \vaterlogged 
settlement layers ''',1here the entire storages burnt down. One of the best examples is probably 
that ofI--Iornstaad H()rnle I on Lake Constance ,vhere, around 3910 cal BC, the entire village \vas 
destroyed shortly ail er the harvest (Maier 1996; 2(01). 'Il,e site yielded thousands of very well
preserved carbonized cereal ears. Totally cleaned grain stocks which became carbonized dur
ing accidental conflagrations are also to be found in other parts oft-he Circum-Alpine region 
(e.g. Ziirich Kleiner Hafner: Jacometetal. 1989). The regular occurrence of such findings clearly 
shmvs the high importance of cereals in the economy ofNeolithic lake-dv\rellings. 

Other cultivars in the Late Neolithic ,vere pulses, but only the pea is relatively well repre
sented. Important domesticates during the Late Neolithic of cent ral Europe \vefe also poppy 
and flax. Large amounts of these taxa are preserved under waterlogged circumstances, and 
over 90 to even lOO per cent of the remains of poppy and flax arc found in subfossil state. 
'There may be concentrations of over 3,000 wi:lterlogged poppy seeds per litre, and no car
bonized f1nds at <111 (see e.g. Jacomet et a1. 1989: 115, table 32 and fig. 49; and ng. 50, p. 119; 

Hosch and )acomet 2004: 117 flg. 84). Only a fe\v remains of these taxa are found in contem
poraneous sites on mineral soils. 

The same holds for larger parts of plants collected in the wild. In Arboll-Bleichc 3 (Hosch 
and Jacomet 200{r ll8, fig. 8S), \vhere a surface sampling strategy with large bulk samples was 
applied, there were only f(Hlr carbonized seeds of\vild stnnvberry (Fragaria l'csca) as opposed 
to 5,462 in waterlogged state. The only important collected plant for human consumption 
\vhich appears more often in carbonized state is h�lzelnut. This is in complete agreement with 
ohservations of other colleague.'> from dry-land siles, (e.g. in the British Nt'olithic"-,joncs 
and Rowley-Collwy 2007). In the lakeshore settlement of Arbon-Bleiche 3 wc found only 35 
fragments of charred hazelnut shells, contrasting with the high number of 9,605 in subt()ssil 
state (Hosch and Jacomet 2004: 118, fig. 85). Nevertheless, the density of carbonized hazelnut 
shells was 8 per 10 litres-many times higher than in the above-mentioned settlement pits of 
,veil-drained soils; there, carbonized remains of strawberry reach only 9 per cent, and hazel .. 

nut 30 per cenl in frequency (in waterlogged slate both reach 100 per cent). Some of the 
phll1\s gathered in the wild have also been found encrusted inside pots, proving thal they 
\v('re cooked (sel: IVlartinez Straumanll 20(4). 

r 
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'The above-mentioned examples allow the conclusion that in sites on well-drained soils 
most of the crop diversity is underrepresented. '1here arc, hO\'I't'ver, exceptions. For instance, 
diversity can be rather high in the spectrum or carbonized plants, if the settlement happened 
to have been burnt down, 'Ihis is particularly clear at Heilbronn-Klingenberg (Stika 1996), 
,vhere the amounts of collected plants are larger and their diversity is higher than 'usual', 

Iron Age and Roman Period: plant assemblages from 

waterlogged structures vs those from well-drained terrains 

One very good example of the dilference be{\veen waterlogged and well-drained soil preser
vation is found in the southern Netherlands (excavations at Oss, location Ussen: Bakels 
1998). Excavated farms dating from the middle phase of the Late Iron Age (500-250 cal BC) 
to the Roman Iron Age (12 BC-AD 200) yielded pits in their yards t-Illed with waste, and there 
,vere also wells filled with waste aft-er abandonment. 

In the waterlogged sediments of wells, br more species were preserved than in the dry 
contents of the pits. For instance, during the Roman Iron Age the difference bet,veen ,vell
drained and waterlogged structures is extraordinary (37 taxa from 38 dry features, vs 144 
taxa from 18 wells), Furthermore, while cereals are well represented in hoth contexts, oil� 
containing seeds, condiments, and fruits are much more numerous in the waterlogged 
contexts. 

Other very good examples from the Late Iron Age shOWing the much greater potential of 
waterlogged sources come from the salt-producing facility at Bad Nauheim, Hesse 
(Germany) (Kreuz and 130enke 2003). Here, most surprisingly, sOJlle cultivars such as corian
der (previously thought to have been introduced by the Romans) ,vere found in ,vaterlogged 
pits. Such finds are completely underrepresented in the carbonized record. 

Another site which prOVided extremely interesting waterlogged features is the site of 
fellbach·· Schmiden in Baden-\Viirttemberg (Germany), vllhere deep pits in a structure called 
Viereckschanze ,vere excavated. The archaeobotanical investigations did not corroborate the 
theory that these pits \vere used for human sacrifice. In contrast, \vaterlogged preservation 
allmved the identification of a large number of plants (around 200 taxa-K6rber-Grohne 
1999) as well as animal dung (including that of chickens), 1\·1aiI11y taxa of grassland species 
,vere represented. The conclusion was that the Vierecksc!uwzell111l1st have been agricultural 
settlements. 'lhere were no hints which suggested ritual activity, at least in the botanical 
material. 

In the region of Base 1, in the last decades many Roman period sites have been investigated 
(Jacomet and Brombacher 2009). Most of the materials come from {VI'O larger to\vn-like set
tlements, the c% l1ia Augus!a Raurica (Augst·-Kaiseraugst, (nortlnvestern Switzerland) and 
the some,vhat smaller town of Argentovaria (Oedenburg, Biesheim·· Kunheim, eastern 
France), 70km to the north. From Angst, only structures above the groundwater level \vith 
carbonized and rarely mineralized material came to light, ,vhereas in Oedcnburg a number 
of features \vere preserved in ,vaterlogged conditions (Vandorpe and Jacomet 2011). 1he 
excavated structures of both settlements "-lere sampled in a systematic way, ,vith bulk sam
ples of around 10 litres each. 

Under both preservation conditions, cereals are ,vel! represented. The most important 
taxa are a multi-rmved huJled barley and spelt, but naked wheat, oats, and millet (Panicwn 
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rniliaceum) are also present. Shell fragments ohvalnut (Juglal1s regia) and hazelnut are also 
v..rell preserved in both G1.rbonized and \vaterlogged conditions. 

rVluch larger differences in the spectra arise with taxa groups "vhich do not survive car
bonization or have fewer chances of being carbonized. These include oil and j-]bre plants like 
hemp (Cannabis sativa), flax, and poppy. Almost all remains of these taxa are preserved in 
waterlogged state and in features under the ground water level. \Ve would, for instance, have 
no idea about the presence of hemp in the Basel region during the Roman period ifno \vater
logged features had been analysed. 

111is picture is mirrored exactly by the remains of fruits, vegetables, and spices (and also 
by a largc part of \'lild phll1t spec! ra). B cfore an<llysing material from waterlogged structures, 

we had only (1 limited idea of the use of the above-mentioned groups of plants. 

CONCLUSIONS 

'lhe case studies from different periods and different regions clearly shmv how crucial it is to 
consider taphonomical circumstances \vhen interpreting archaeobotanical macroremain 
spectra. Many plants may be completely underrepresented or even lacking if preservation is 
not favourable. \\Then building theories based on the results of archaeobotanical analyses, it 
h<.lS to be kept in mind that many taxa may be lacking if only the 'usual' charred remains are 

taken into account; only cereals and field \veeds are \vell represented. In order to obtain more 
comprehensive results based on charred plant remains from burnt layers of \,,'ell-drained 
soils, Single episodes of catastrophic conflagrations have to be taken into account. rnlese may, 
hO\vever, reflect only a very brief period. Vvhen such material is not available, even the siev
ing of many large bulk samples does not provide a full spectrum with reliable proportions of 
the taxa. However, analyses of sites on well-drained soils are by no means valueless. In fact, 
important parts of the economy (cereal cultivation) and agricultural practices (based on 
weed spectra) are still reconstructablc. In conSidering such taphonomical aspects it becomes 
dear that the largest part of wet land sites is by no means a 'special case' (see Ebersbach, Chap
ter 171his volume), 

\Vaterlogged samples are extremely rich in organic remains. At first glance this is an 
advantage. However, there are also some disadvantages. The investment of time and labour 
is much greater, and treatment and storage much more complex, than in more common dry� 
land sites. Therefore, we have to manage the situation carefully (as in the evaluations in 
York-Kenward and 11<111 1995; see also Jacomet and Brombacher 2005), making sure that 
appropriate and standardized methods are applied. 

A scientifk examination of wctland sites is an extremely powerful instrument to recon
struct diet, subsistence, agricultural strategies, social and cultural role of food, exploitation 
of wild resources, fixider production, seasonality, and finally the environmental setting of a 
site. Interdisciplinary research is germane in wetland studies. Samples collected for ar(haeo
botanical analyses can for instance also be used for other scientiflc investigation, such as 
those of small zoological items, and·--in the case of profile columns-also for geoarchaeo·· 
logical studies. Because waterlogged settlement layers can be precisely dated by dendro
chronology, short-term economical t1 uet uations can also be detected, .1.5 clearly demonstrated 
by the above�mentioned Ncolithic site of Arhon-Bleiche 3 (Jacomet et a1. 2004). 
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